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AMCHAM BOARD MEMBER MR. ASHOT HOVANESIAN
Please meet Mr. Ashot Hovanesian, Founder and CEO of Synergy International Systems, Inc.,
a global software, and consulting company, based in Vienna, Virginia, USA.
Since its foundation in 1997, Mr. Hovanesian has been directing the development and
execution of Synergy’s global strategy. He transformed Synergy into a global recognized
leader, providing comprehensive IT solutions to the US government, and governments in
over 75 other countries of Europe, Africa, Asia and Middle East, as well as international
organizations such as World Bank, United Nations, USAID, MCC, EU, ADB, AfDB, IDB, GIZ,
etc. With subsidiaries in Armenia, Netherlands, Rwanda and Ukraine, Synergy equips
governments and non-governmental organizations with the tools and insights to inform
decision making, improve performance, and demonstrate their impact.
Mr. Hovanesian created a team with a unique combination of knowledge and expertise in
the sectors of justice, monitoring and evaluation, financial management, external assistance
coordination, social protection. Under his supervision, Synergy International Systems has
developed a technology platform known as the Intelligent Data Manager™ (IDM) which is
the technological base for company’s 4 flagship products: Synergy CMS – Case Management System, automating business
processes & replacing paper-based case records in judicial institutions; Synergy Indicata – Monitoring and Evaluation software,
enabling organizations to collect, analyze & report on performance & results; Synergy SPIS - Social Protection Information
System, helping governments administer social protection programs & deliver social benefits to vulnerable people; Synergy
PFMS - Public Finance Management System, helping governments manage the lifecycle of public investment programing &
planning the state budget.
Mr. Hovanesian has been one of the pioneers and early investors in the IT sector in Armenia, growing Synergy’s subsidiary into
one of the largest IT companies in Armenia.
Prior to founding Synergy, Mr. Hovanesian worked at number of international organizations such as WHO European Bureau,
OECD and G7 Support Implementation Group. Mr. Hovanesian is avid piano player; he is also a competitive tennis player and
downhill skier.

AMCHAM BOARD MEETING WITH NEWLY ELECTED BOARD OF DIRECTORS
On 11 March 2021, AmCham held its 1st Board Meeting with the newly elected Board of Directors 2021 - 2023 at ibis Yerevan
Center.

2021 AMCHAM ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING
On 4 March 2021, the American Chamber of Commerce in Armenia (AmCham) held its regular Annual General Meeting
(AGM), which is one of the AmCham milestone events taking place every 2 years. The meeting was chaired by the AmCham
President, Mr. Ara Hovsepyan.
The AGM was attended by H.E. Ms. Lynne M. Tracy, U.S. Ambassador to Armenia, Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary. In her
opening remarks, Ambassador Tracy addressed the AmCham community and stressed that the United States remains
Armenia’s steadfast partner as it continues its democratic and economic reform efforts that support a stronger and more
secure Armenia in which rising generations can realize a more prosperous future. The Ambassador encouraged continued
efforts on the part of AmCham to advance Armenia’s democratic ambitions and forge a deeper trade and investment
relationship with the United States.
During the AGM Ms. Karine Sarkissian, Executive Director, AmCham Armenia presented the AmCham Board of Director and
the Executive team 2019-2021 strategy, activities, budget and financial standing, as well as outlined organizational priorities
and plans. Before the Board of Directors election, the nominated candidates delivered short speeches on how they could
contribute to the AmCham mission and goals for a better business environment in Armenia.
The AGM elected the Board of Directors, including its President, 2 Vice Presidents and 9 Board Members for a term of two
years for 2021-2023.
The General Meeting elected Mr. Ashot Hovanesian, Founder and CEO, Synergy International Systems, as the President of
the American Chamber of Commerce.
Ms. Elina Markaryan, Public Affairs and Communication Director, Coca-Cola Hellenic Bottling Company, and Mr. Gagik
Gyulbudaghyan, Managing Partner, Grant Thornton Armenia were elected to serve as the First Vice President and Second
Vice President/Treasurer, respectively.
The General Meeting also elected the 9 Directors, as follows:
• Ms. Irina Seylanyan, FCCA, CEO, HSBC Bank Armenia
• Mr. Tigran Jrbashyan, Development Director/Partner, Ameria Group of Companies
• Ms. Irina Dumanyan, Strategic Business Director/CEO, Mentor a Siemens Business
• Mr. Ara Hovsepyan, General Manager, Contour Global Hydro Cascade
• Mr. Mihael Solter, General Manager Armenia, Philip Morris Armenia
• Mr. Varoujan Avedikian, Managing Partner, TK & Partners Legal and Advisory
• Mr. Dagen Valentine, Country Director, American Councils for International Education
• Mr. Aharon Levonyan, Chief Financial Officer, Seraphim Consulting
• Mr. Gevorg Goyunyan, Chief Financial Officer, American University of Armenia

AMCHAM LEGAL COMMITTEE MEETING
On 18 March 2021 AmCham held its Legal Committee 1st Meeting.
The Chair of the Meeting welcomed the Legal Committee enrolled Members and thanked them for their interest in the
committee. The Chair also welcomed the AmCham President Mr. Ashot Hovanesian for participating in the meeting.
AmCham Executive Director Ms. Karine Sarkissian introduced the Members and AmCham Committees Policy Rules
Procedures and Quick Set-up Guide, AmCham Legal Committee Mission and Objectives – inclusion of IPR in the Committee
objectives.
The Meeting Chair got the confirmation of the members to include the IPR in the Legal Committee objectives, as it is more
relevant to the Legal Committee focus area.
It was also thoroughly discussed and agreed that the objective of the Committee will be to actively review and discuss the
legislative changes and draft laws, also prepare recommendations, and write papers on the issues/problems which impact
the business environment. The Committee should act pro-actively, rather than act as a fire fighter, and needs to have
adequate time and resources to review and come up with constructive solutions. The Committee should be actively
partnered and engaged with the Ministry of Justice, Ministry of Economy, Ministry of Finance, the Parliament Standing
Committees, etc. and work on the issues to improve the business environment. Also, the Committee needs to be very careful
and try to overcome the resistance of the government and act as a partner. The Government usually has its Agenda and the
Committee needs to try to insert the issues into the government Agenda and be on the Government priority list of issues.
The Committee also needs to work with International donors such as USAID, EU, etc. in order to use the available financial
and other resources and be part of their ongoing and ad-hoc projects.
It was agreed that AmCham Executive Body will be facilitating all the administrative works, including organizing internal and
external meetings related to the Committee operations and prepare minutes, run surveys, etc. whereas the Committee
members will need to handle the content. In order to come up with the Legal Committee mission and objectives document,
Mr. Ara Khzmalyan recommended running a survey among the members and identify the problems to focus on in the short
and in the long-run. Mr. Ara Khzmalyan volunteered to prepare a Survey Document and send it to the Executive Team to
run the survey asap.
Legal Committee Chair and Co-Chair election. The Meeting Chair proposed Ms. Lusine Mnatsakanyan, Country Legal
Manager, Coca-Cola HBC Armenia for the Chair of the Committee. She kindly agreed to be nominated and gave a short
speech stressing that she realizes the importance of the Legal Committee as the right platform for the public and private
sector dialogue and facilitation for a better business environment. The Meeting requested to run an open Voting. The
Meeting unanimously voted and elected Ms. Lusine Mnatsakanyan as the Chair of the Legal Committee. It was proposed to
nominate Mr. Hayk Malkhasyan, ADWISE Business & Legal Consulting for the position of Co-Chair, given his experience and
expertise and knowing the system from the inside out. The Meeting unanimously voted and elected Mr. Hayk Malkhasyan,
ADWISE Business & Legal Consulting as the Co-Chair of the Legal Committee.
The Chair informed that Mr. Varoujan Avedikian, Managing Partner, TK&Partners has kindly agreed to be the representative
of the AmCham Board on the AmCham Legal Committee.
Legelata Law Firm's legislative initiative to the Ministry of Health regarding the vaccination process of employees was
circulated to the participants for recommendation and discussion.
NEXT STEPS:
• Legal Committee Members will review the Legelata Law Firm legislative initiative to the Ministry of Health regarding the
vaccination process of employees and come up with an opinion by 26 March.
• Mr. Ara Khzmalyan prepares a Survey Document by 24 March 2021 and sends it to the Executive Team.
• The AmCham Executive Team runs the survey by 7 April and summarizes the Survey results by 9 April
• Next Committee Meeting 13 April 2021

TAX, CUSTOMS, AND FISCAL POLICY (TCUFP) COMMITTEE MEETING
On March 25th, 2021 AmCham Armenia held its Tax, Customs, and Fiscal Policy (TCuFP committee meeting). The Chair of the
Meeting welcomed TCuFP Committee participating members and thanked them for their interest in the committee. The
Chair of the Meeting also welcomed the AmCham President Mr. Ashot Hovanesian for participating in the Meeting and
introduced him to the enrolled members.
Mr. Ashot Hovanesian had his welcoming speech, where he expressed his interest in facilitating the activity of TCuFP
Committee. He also stepped forward by suggesting several questions for the discussion in the framework of the Meeting and
the Committee Agenda.
In a process of a thorough discussion of the agenda, it was agreed that the Committee will include various objectives in the
scope of assisting the businesses operating in Armenia. The Committee unanimously agreed on the agenda, where the focus
areas are both internal-operating businesses’ awareness on the topic of Taxation and Fiscal Policy as well as the exporting
companies and businesses. It was implied, that the Committee should predominantly engage in clarifying the potential issues
faced and communicated to the TCuFP Committee by AmCham member companies. Another commonly acknowledged
suggestion was the idea implying the Committee’s role as a pro-active entity utilizing its resources and capabilities on coming
up with rational solutions and proposals in cooperation of the Ministries, rather than attempting to perform as a consultant
for individual companies.
Mr. Ashot Hovanesian brought forward the double taxation topic, an issue that potentially can hinder the operation of
businesses operating in the inter Armenian-American domain. The benefits and necessity of a potential Treaty between the
two countries were discussed in consideration of the extent to which its existence and efficiency might be a stimulus to the
business sphere or vice versa. Once again, it was commonly agreed to come up with a formal universal declaration inform
the stakeholders of already existing treaties from which they can benefit.
Another thoroughly discussed matter was the compliance factor in the scope of taxation. Mr. Aharon Chilingaryan also
informed the Committee regarding the ongoing studies in the field of big corporations’ attitude towards taxation and tax
policies. The latter goes in line with TCuFP Committee’s objectives and facilitates the successful operation of the Committee.
Regarding the Committee’s next steps, the meeting schedule for the upcoming period was agreed as well as the short-term
objectives that were decided to be initiated, with those being of business industry informative character.
The next Committee meeting will take place on 29th April 2021.
Members from various AmCham companies participated in the meeting:
Mr. Ashot Hovanesian, Synergy, Ms. Irina Dumanyan, Mentor Graphics a Siemens Business, Mr. Aharon Levonyan, Seraphim
Consulting, Mr. Aharon Chilingaryan, BDO Armenia, Mr. Suren Ghalumyan, Deloitte Armenia, Mr. Kamo Karapetyan, Ernst
and Young, Mr. Nerses Nersisyan, KPMG Armenia, Ms. Lusine Mnatsakanyan, Coca-Cola Hellenic Bottling Company Armenia,
Ms. Lilit Gevorgyan, Philip Morris Armenia, Mr. Karen Zakaryan, FinArm, Mr. Gegham Ghulijoghlyan, PwC.

SILVER REGULAR MEMBER – ARMENIAN YOUNG WOMEN’S ASSOCIATION
Armenian Young Women’s Association (AYWA) is an Armenian non-governmental
organization founded in 2004, which promotes women leadership and social and
economic participation in Armenia. AYWA works with young girls and women above
13 years old. AYWA focus is the family: to empower women: Through women to
empower children too.
AYWA works in the whole territory of the Republic of Armenia.
Vision: A prospering country of Armenia; sustainable communities and families;
human relations based on the national and global values.
AYWA’s strategic goal is to enhance the role of women in the development of the
country by promoting their socio-economic and public activism. AYWA’s projects and
activities are in compliance with the following strategic directions: 1) women
entrepreneurship development, employment and self-employment; 2) public
leadership and 3) professional community networking.
AYWA has established and is coordinating Women Entrepreneurs’ Network of
Armenia (WENA) which is the biggest platform of the women entrepreneurs
throughout Armenia. WENA creates new opportunities for cooperation, networking,
empowerment and access to markets for its members.

SILVER REGULAR MEMBER – LEADERSHIP SCHOOL

Leadership School's mission is to support the development of future business
leaders & innovators in Armenia, Diaspora, and the South Caucasus region in
cooperation with prominent local & international theorists, practitioners, and
organizations.
Leadership School foundation is a non-political, non-religious, and financially selfsustaining organization with 10+ years’ experience and current projects in Armenia,
Georgia, and Iran.

BRONZE MEMBER – BERKELEY CAPITAL
Established in 2018, Berkeley Capital aims to drive progress and sustainability by
directing capital to projects that generate social impact. Through an integrated
approach across the firm, Berkeley Capital seeks to provide innovative and
prudent solutions to the company’s investment partners. Together, we reinvent
tomorrow for all.
Berkeley Capital believes that investing in three pillars of a human’s life –
comfort, safety and health – is the best way to generate superior long-term
returns. The cornerstone of the company’s philosophy is the combination of
several tenets: value than growth because they believe that commitment to
value creation contributes to sustainable growth; research-driven decisions
because they aim to create an edge of knowledge by conducting rigorous
research; effective diversification because we seek to maximize returns with
agreed parameters of risk; and risk control because before they invest, we set a
margin of safety.

BE MY GUEST WITH TK & PARTNERS
On 26 March 2021 in the scope of the AmCham Be My Guest networking event series, AmCham members were invited to
enjoy their Friday night with TK & Partners.
TK & Partners is one of the leading local law firms in the country and is highly regarded by clients for its sophistication and
drive to bring innovative solutions to the most complicated legal issues. Also, the firm has a proven record for innovation
and providing work of the highest quality to meet the needs of our domestic and international clients. The firm is built to
serve clients quickly and efficiently with genuine knowledge of both local and international considerations.
Mr. Varoujan Avedikian, Managing Partner of TK & Partners presented the company, its mission, and vision. Mr. Ashot
Hovhanesian, AmCham President gave a welcoming speech and thank you note to the AmCham Members for participating
actively and being a part of the AmCham community.
AmCham Members had an opportunity for networking and enjoyed their Friday night in a wonderful atmosphere with fancy
cocktails.
During the event, there were more than 20 participants from 15 AmCham Member companies.
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Armenian Business Community

Take the lead and make your voice heard in the upcoming changes!
With this letter, we encourage the Armenian business community to join the efforts in establishing transparent, efficient,
and sustainable post-consumer waste management system to meet Armenia’s obligations to introduce Extended Producer
Responsibility (EPR) system by 2023. This commitment is part of the EU-Armenia Comprehensive and Enhanced Partnership
Agreement (CEPA) signed between EU and RA of Armenia in 2017:
While Nature Protection Payments (Բնապահպանական վճարներ) aim to mitigate the damages caused to the
environment, the Extended Producer Responsibility system ensures the proper handling of specific post-consumer waste
products (tires, batteries, packaging, etc.) that producers or importers have put in the market.
The models of Extended Producer Responsibility vary from country to country, and Armenia is yet to develop and adopt
the best working model that would meet its environmental and economic needs. The global practice shows that the
earlier the businesses engage in the initial stages of the strategy development, the better model the country adopts.
While the RA Government is obliged to create the necessary legislative framework, the role of the private sector is to support
this process through the following:
▪
▪

Engage in a dialogue with the government and follow up on policy development,
Co-finance the research/study of various scenarios for the introduction of an Extended Producer Responsibility
(EPR) in Armenia and the development of an appropriate model according to international experience.

It is important that the private sector will take an active role in helping to create the best recycling system in the country.
Municipal Post consumption waste (PCW) management is in a development stage in Armenia and we as a business
community need to produce data and evidence on deciding the best case scenario to increase packaging waste recycling in
the most effective and efficient way to create a win-win scenario that will meet compliance targets and at the same time
mitigate potential tax implications on business.
Together, we need to conduct research/study through a professional agency for the following purposes:
• Analyze the current PCW situation, specifically volumes, types, collectors, recyclers, and opportunities; run SWOT
to decide on the best waste collection and recycling practices, from the available alternatives, which will be the
most suitable for Armenia and financially justified.
• Develop the best case implementation plan/guidance scenario for taking actions with the best expert agency.
• To engage with the government and negotiate the best case scenario of collaboration to drive the agenda and
support the business interests.
Join the initiative!
American University of Armenia (AUA)
American Chamber of Commerce of Armenia (AmCham) Fast Moving Consumer Goods (FMCG) Committee
Waste Management Working Group
European Business Association Armenia (EBA)
Union of Manufactures and Business of Armenia (UMBA)
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Q&A
Question․ What are the start and end dates of the research?
Answer․ The dates will be determined when the number of organizations interested in the initiatives is confirmed. The study
process is planned to start in September 2020. Before starting the study, a tender will be announced with detailed Terms of
Reference. The best agency selection criteria will be based on the the best technical implementation experience and price.
Question․ Which organization will conduct the research and how will it be selected?
Answer․ Even though there are experienced organizations, the selection will follow the tender procedure – preparation of
Terms of Reference, announcement for tender, receiving applications and selection.
Question․ What is the purpose of the research and what will be the result.
Answer․ As a result of the research, the best waste management model for both the public and private sectors will be
selected. The model will be justified by financial and economic analysis based on the current situation in Armenia.
Question․ Which level specialist form an organization shall be involed?
Answer․ The organization should provide the contact details of a technical manager who is involved in waste management
and environmental issues. However, the process must be under the general director’s supervision.

DID YOU KNOW?
World Water Day
World Water Day, held on 22 March every year since 1993, focuses on the
importance of freshwater. World Water Day celebrates water and raises awareness
of the 2.2 billion people living without access to safe water. It is about taking action
to tackle the global water crisis.
The World Bank sponsored a $50 million project to make water more accessible
to Armenians living in the capital city, Yerevan. Before the intervention, families
would have access to water in their homes for approximately six hours per day,
and the water was usually unclean. Now, 332,000 families in the capital have
access to water for 21 hours per day, and thanks to nine new chlorination
stations, the water is cleaner and safer.

